A major influence of CYP2C19 genotype on the steady-state concentration of N-desmethylclobazam.
N-desmethylclobazam (N-CLB), the major metabolite of clobazam (CLB), exerts a large influence on therapeutic and adverse effects of CLB. A substantial inter-individual variability has been observed in the ratios of N-CLB concentration/CLB dose and of the N-CLB/CLB concentration. We document here a genotype-phenotype correlation between CYP2C19 polymorphisms and those ratios. Patients with two mutated CYP2C19 alleles show significantly higher ratios than those with the wild type genotype: patients with one mutated allele exhibited intermediate trait. That is, the degree of elevation in the ratios was dependent on the number of mutated alleles of CYP2C19 (gene-dose effect). The N-CLB concentration/CLB dose ratio of patients with two mutated alleles was more than six fold higher than that of wild type patients. Thus, the serum N-CLB/CLB concentration ratio may be a valuable parameter to screen for patients at risk for side effects. Such precautions may be clinically relevant in populations where the mutant allele frequency is high, such as in Asian populations ( approximately 35%). Patients co-medicated with CYP3A4 inducer showed lower CLB concentration/CLB dose ratios and higher N-CLB/CLB concentration ratios. The overall effect of CYP3A4 inducer on N-CLB metabolism, however, was small and, thus, we conclude that the CYP2C19 genotype is the major determinant of the N-CLB concentration. For this reason it is crucial for the better management of epilepsy and other chronic illnesses in general to establish the correlation of genotype of CYP enzymes and pharmacokinetics/dynamics of drugs.